The Importance of Being Active!
Physical activity can improve your health and reduce the risk of developing diseases like type 2
diabetes, cancer and heart disease. Physical activity and exercise can have immediate and long-term
health benefits.
You may have taken your flexibility for granted when you were in your teens and twenties. As you get
older, you might find it difficult to bend over to tie your shoelaces (or your kids' shoelaces), hook your
bra, or turn your head when you back your car out of a parking spot. That's because you lose balance
and flexibility with age. Increasing your balance and flexibility will enhance your life and allow you to
continue performing activities that may get harder as you get older. So, regular activity can improve
your quality of life. Here a few tests to give you an idea of how you are doing:

Single-leg balance (easy) 1,2
You probably don't give your sense of balance much thought, but being able to
maintain your balance on one foot in a variety of situations is a very real
marker of personal health. Lack of balance is a predictor of fall and injury risk.
Standing on one foot in a variety of situations

Functional sock activity (moderate) 3
Putting on socks or tying your shoelaces - simple activities of daily living can
become a challenge as we age and balance and flexibility decreases. This
functional activity will give you an indication of your activity limitations and
restrictions of your muscle and skeletal system.
Put on socks standing maintaining your balance

Sit-rise test (difficult) 4,5,6
Without worrying about the speed of movement, try to sit and then to rise from
the floor, using the minimum support that you believe is needed. Balance and
strength can be good indicators of overall health. This activity tests specifically
your muscles and movement ability as a way to predict life longevity.
Sit cross legged and rise without using your hands
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